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Abstract. Bose-Einstein correlations of pairs of identical charged pions produced in hadronic Z decays are
analyzed for both two- and three-jet events. A parametrization suggested by the τ-model is used to investigate
the dependence of the Bose-Einstein correlation function on track multiplicity, number of jets, and transverse
momentum.

1 Introduction

After a brief review of relevant previous results, new pre-
liminary results are presented on the dependence of the
Bose-Einstein correlation function on track and jet multi-
plicity and transverse momentum, using a parametrization
which has been found [1] to describe well Bose-Einstein
correlations (BEC) in hadronic Z decay, namely that of the
τ-model [2, 3],

1.1 Review

The Bose-Einstein correlation function, R2, is usually
parametrized as

R2 = γ
[
1 + λ exp

(
− (rQ)2

)]
(1 + εQ) , (1)

and is measured by R2(Q) = ρ(Q)/ρ0(Q), where ρ(Q) is
the density of identical boson pairs with invariant four-
momentum difference Q =

√
−(p1 − p2)2 and ρ0(Q) is the

similar density in an artificially constructed reference sam-
ple, which should differ from the data only in that it does
not contain BEC.

Dependence on the reference sample

Two methods were frequently used at  to construct ρ0:
unlike-sign pion pairs from the same event, and like-sign
pairs from different events. The latter method is generally
referred to as mixed events. However, it must be pointed
out that the observed values of the parameters r and λ de-
pend to a great extent on which reference sample is used.
This is clearly seen in Fig. 1 where the values of λ and
r found for charged-pion pairs from hadronic Z decays by
the  experiments  [4, 5],  [6], 3 [7] and 
[8–10] are displayed. Solid points are corrected for pion
purity; open points are not. This correction increases the
value of λ but has little effect on the value of r. All of the
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Figure 1. λ and r at
√

s = MZ found in the  experiments
[4–10].

results with r > 0.7 fm were obtained using an unlike-sign
reference sample, while those with smaller r were obtained
with a mixed reference sample. The choice of reference
sample clearly has a large effect on the observed values of
λ and r. In comparing results we must therefore be sure
that the reference samples used are comparable.

Dependence on the particle mass

It has been suggested, on several grounds [17], that r
should depend on the particle mass as r ∝ 1/

√
m. Values

of r found at  for various types of particle are shown in
Fig. 2. Comparing only results using the same type of ref-
erence sample (in this case mixed), we see no evidence for
a 1/
√

m dependence. Rather, the data suggest one value of
r for mesons and a smaller value for baryons. The value
for baryons, about 0.1 fm, seems very small, since the size
of a proton is an order of magnitude greater. If true it is
telling us something unexpected about the mechanism of
baryon production.
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longitudinal side out

Figure 3. The transverse mass dependence of the components of r in the LCMS from Refs. [18, 19].

Figure 2. Dependence of r on the mass of the particle as de-
termined at

√
s = MZ from 2-particle BEC for charged pions

[4–10], charged kaons [11, 12] and neutral kaons [11, 13, 14]
and from Fermi-Dirac correlations for protons [13] and lambdas
[15, 16]. The curves illustrate a 1/

√
m dependence.

Dependence on the transverse mass

However, r has been observed to depend on the transverse
mass of the particle pair, [18, 19] as is shown in Fig. 3.

Dependence on particle and jet multiplicity

The  collaboration has studied the dependence of r
and λ on the charged track multiplicity and on the number
of jets [9]. They used an opposite-sign reference sample,
which necessitated the exclusion of regions of Q where R2
was too strongly affected by resonances in the reference
sample. To describe the long-range correlations they in-
troduced a quadratic term resulting in

R2(Q) = γ
[
1 + λ exp

(
−(rQ)2

)] (
1 + εQ + δQ2

)
. (2)

They observed a linear rise of r with charged track
multiplicity as well as an increase of r with the number
of jets. The behavior of λ was the opposite. However,
when only two-jet (or only three-jet) events were selected,
r was approximately independent of multiplicity.

1.2 τ-model

However, the “classic” parametrization of Eq. (1) is found
to be inadequate, even when it is generalized to allow for

a Lévy distribution of the source:

R2 = γ
[
1 + λ exp (− (rQ)α)

]
(1 + εQ) , 0 < α ≤ 2 (3)

This was not realized for a long time because the correla-
tion function was only plotted up to Q = 2 GeV or less. In
Ref. [1] Q was plotted to 4 GeV, and it became apparent
that there is a region of anti-correlation (R2 < 1) extend-
ing from about Q = 0.5 to 1.5 GeV. This anti-correlation,
as well as the BEC correlation are well described by the
τ-model.

In the τ-model R2 is found to depend not only on Q, but
also on quantities a1 and a2. For two-jet events a = 1/mt,

where mt =

√
m2 + p2

t is the transverse mass of a parti-
cle). Parameters of the model are the parameters of the
Lévy distribution which describes the proper time of par-
ticle emission: α, the index of stability of the Lévy dis-
tribution; a width parameter ∆τ; and the proper time τ0 at
which particle production begins.

We shall use a simplified parametrization [1] where τ0
is assumed to be zero and a1 and a2 are combined with ∆τ
to form an effective radius R:

R2(Q) = γ
[
1 + λ cos

(
(RaQ)2α

)
exp

(
− (RQ)2α

)]
(1 + εQ) ,

(4a)

R2α
a = tan

(
απ

2

)
R2α . (4b)

Note that the difference between the parametrizations of
Eqs. (3) and 4 is the presence of the cos term, which ac-
counts for the description of the anti-correlation. The pa-
rameter R describes the BEC peak, and Ra describes the
anti-correlation region. While one might have had the in-
sight to add, ad hoc, a cos term to Eq. (3), it is the τ-model
which predicts a relationship, Eq. (4b), between R and Ra.

A fit of Eq. (4) to 3 two-jet events is shown in Fig. 4,
from which it is seen that the τ-model describes both the
BEC peak and the anti-correlation region quite well. Also
the three-jet data is well described [1], which is perhaps
surprizing since the τ-model is inspired by a picture of
fragmentation of a single string.

It must also be pointed out that the τ-model has its
shortcomings: The τ-model predicts that R2 depends on
the two-particle momentum difference only through Q, not
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Figure 4. The Bose-Einstein correlation function R2 for two-jet
events. The curve corresponds to the fit of Eq. (4). Also plotted
is ∆, the difference between the fit and the data. The dashed line
represents the long-range part of the fit, i.e., γ(1+εQ). The figure
is taken from Ref. [1].

through components of Q. However, this is found not to be
the case [1]. Nevertheless, regardless of the validity of the
τ-model, Eq. (4) provides a good description of the data.
Accordingly, we shall use it in the following.

Since the results on the dependence of the BEC pa-
rameters on particle and jet multiplicities and on trans-
verse mass mentioned in Sect. 1.1 were obtained using the
classic Gaussian parametrization, Eq. (1), and since this
parametrization has been shown to be inadequate, in the
rest of this paper we investigate these properties using the
τ-model parametrization, Eq. (4). The results are prelimi-
nary.

1.3 3 Data

The data were collected by the 3 detector at an e+e−

center-of-mass energy of
√

s ' 91.2 GeV. Approximately
36 million like-sign pairs of well-measured charged tracks
from about 0.8 million hadronic Z decays are used. This
data sample is identical to that of Ref. [1].

The same event mixing technique is used to construct
ρ0 as in Ref. [1].

Using the JADE algorithm, events can be classified ac-
cording to the number of jets. The number of jets in a par-
ticular event depends on the jet resolution parameter of the
algorithm, ycut. We define yJ

23 as that value of ycut at which
the number of jets in the event changes from two to three.
Small y23 corresponds to narrow two-jet events, large y23
to events with three or more well-separated jets.

2 New Preliminary Results

The parameters of the Bose-Einstein correlation function
have been found to depend on charged multiplicity, the
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Figure 5. The average transverse mass and the average charged
multiplicity as function of yJ

23. The short vertical line at
log10 y

J
23 = −1.638 corresponds to the cut used to define 2- and

3-jet events.

number of jets, and the transverse mass. However these
quantities are related. Both the charged particle multiplic-
ity and the transverse mass increase rapidly with the num-
ber of jets. This is seen in Fig. 5, where the average trans-
verse mass and the average charged multiplicity are plotted
vs. yJ

23. In the following we investigate the dependence of
R and λ on these three quantities.

An unfortunate property of the τ-model parameteriza-
tion, Eq. (4), is that the estimates of α and R from fits tend
to be highly correlated. Therefore, to stabilize the fits, α
is fixed to the value 0.44, which corresponds to the value
obtained in a fit to all events.

While we show only the results using the JADE jet al-
gorithm, we have also performed the same analysis using
the Durham algorithm. It is found to lead to the same con-
clusions.

2.1 Dependence of R and λ on track and jet
multiplicities

The dependence of R and λ on the detected charge mul-
tiplicity,1 is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, for two-
and three-jet events as well as for all events.

For all events R is seen to increase linearly with the
multiplicity, as was observed for R by . However, the
same linear increase is also seen for two- and three-jet
events, with R for three-jet events and for all events be-
ing approximately equal and R for two-jet events shifted
lower by about a 0.5 fm. This contrasts with the  ob-
servation of little dependence of r on multiplicity for two-
and three-jet events.

1The charge multiplicity is approximately given by Nch ≈ 1.7Ndet
ch .
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Figure 6. R obtained in fits of Eq. (4) as function of detected
charged multiplicity for two-jet events (yJ

23 < 0.23), for three-jet
events (yJ

23 > 0.23), and all events

For all events, as well as for two- and three-jet events,
λ decreases with multiplicity, the rate of decrease becom-
ing less for high multiplicity. It is higher for three-jet
events than for two-jet events, with the values for all events
lying in between. This contrasts with the  observation
that λ was higher for two-jet events, as well as the  ob-
servation that the decrease of λ with multiplicity is linear.

2.2 Dependence of R and λ on trasverse mass and
jet multiplicity

The dependence of R and λ on track multiplicity is shown
in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively, for various selections on
the transverse momentum, pt, (or, equvilantly, mt) of the
tracks. For two-jet events both R and λ are slightly higher
when both tracks have pt < 0.5 GeV than when only one
track is required to have so small a pt. For three-jet events
the same may be true, but the statistical significance is less;
the difference decreases with multiplicity. When neither
track has pt < 0.5 GeV, the values of both R and λ are
much lower for both two- and three-jet events. In all cases
both R and λ increase with multiplicity, and the values
for two-jet events are roughly equal to those for three-jet
events.

3 Conclusions

The dependence of R and λ for the τ-model parametriza-
tion is different from that of r and λ found by  for
the usual Gaussian parametrization. However, it is unclear
how much the differences depend on the use of different
reference samples and how much on the parametrization
used.

Multiplicity, number of jets, and transverse mass all
affect the values of R and λ in the τ-model parametrization,
Eq. (4).

Figure 7. λ obtained in fits of Eq. (4) as function of detected
charged multiplicity for two-jet events (yJ

23 < 0.23), for three-jet
events (yJ

23 > 0.23), and all events
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23 > 0.23) with the following selections on pt: 4 both tracks having pt < 0.5 GeV; � at least one track having

pt < 0.5 GeV; O one track with pt < 0.5 GeV and one with pt > 0.5 GeV; ◦ all tracks; � both tracks having pt > 0.5 GeV. Note that
pt = 0.5 GeV corresponds to mt = 0.52 GeV.
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Figure 9. λ obtained in fits of Eq. (4) as function of detected charged multiplicity (left) for two-jet events (yJ
23 < 0.23) and (right)

for three-jet events (yJ
23 > 0.23) with the following selections on pt: 4 both tracks having pt < 0.5 GeV; � at least one track having

pt < 0.5 GeV; O one track with pt < 0.5 GeV and one with pt > 0.5 GeV; ◦ all tracks; � both tracks having pt > 0.5 GeV. Note that
pt = 0.5 GeV corresponds to mt = 0.52 GeV.
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